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Demography vs. identity in the formation of new
urban contact dialects: the case of Multicultural
London English
Professor Paul Kerswill
In North-west Europe, new varieties of established languages have rapidly emerged
following particularly intense periods of migration. Recent arrivals acquire the local
languages with varying levels of fluency, while the second generation acquire native
competence. To varying degrees, the new varieties differ structurally from the established
varieties, and the obvious question arises as to the mechanisms behind these changes.
Importantly, these young people do not continue the supposedly unbroken line of dialect
transmission across generations of ‘native speakers’. This discontinuity is assumed to lie at
the root of these new, phonologically and grammatically innovative contact dialects,
sometimes labelled ‘multiethnolects’, which are vernaculars for children of both incomers
and established families.

Taking Multicultural London English as a case study, I will explore the origins of these
innovative features, which have variously been ascribed to learner varieties including
interlanguage, other varieties of the language, and (where relevant) formal education. All of
these factors are facilitated by the relative unavailability of a ‘native’ local dialect, both in the
home and in the community. Grammatical and phonological restructuring have free rein. I
will focus on Mufwene’s Founder Effect, as well as Trudgill’s deterministic model of new
dialect formation. I will suggest that demography cannot explain the adoption of all the new
features: subjective factors play a role. Speakers use the contact dialect as part of a linguistic
repertoire, which is sensitive to context, as well as being used more or less proactively for
broader identity purposes.
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Oral Presentations
The Organizational Practices of Second Language TestTakers in Selecting a Next Primary Speaker in Group Oral
Assessments
Reem Al Abbas
The numbers of international students at UK universities has been increasing significantly in
the past few decades, making the UK the second most favorable destination in the world for
international student study (Lillyman and Bennett, 2014; Taha and Cox, 2016). To support
international students in adjusting to the academic and linguistic requirements of higher
education in the UK, many international students enroll on pre-sessional EAP (English for
Academic Purposes) courses at university-affiliated language schools. Despite huge
investments, there are relatively few empirical investigations into the interactional realities of
such institutions. Drawing on Conversation Analysis (CA) methodology, this study
investigates the organizational practices of second language (L2) test-takers in selecting a
next primary speaker in assessed group oral discussions. The study is based on the analysis of
19 video recorded group oral assessments distributed across four proficiency levels, with
each group comprising 3-4 L2 test-takers carrying out 3-4 minute discussions. The findings
of this study contribute to previous studies on interaction in multiparty oral assessments by
showing the organizational practices of L2 test-takers in selecting a next primary speaker and
how the co-participants manage primary speakership selection when a competition for the
floor arises during the assessed group oral discussion. The findings of this study extend our
understanding of the use of multimodality in assessment contexts by displaying how
multimodality is used as a resource by the L2 test-takers to organize the selection of the next
primary speaker and to manage competing voices.
References:
Lillyman, S. and Bennett, C. (2014) 'Providing a Positive Learning Experience for International
Students Studying at UK universities: A Literature Review', Journal of Research in
International Education, 13(1), pp. 63-75.
Taha, N. and Cox, A. (2016) 'International Students' Networks: a Case Study in a UK University',
Studies in Higher Education, 41(1), pp. 182-198.
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Island Sensitivity in Baha Arabic
Asmaa Alghamdi
The present study investigates the fact that island effects can be alleviated by the occurrence
of resumptive pronouns (RPs) as the tail of the dependency, rather than gaps. The debate is
still on-going as to whether the ameliorative effect of RPs is caused by grammatical, or
processing-related factors. In the syntax literature, where island effects are claimed to be
grammatically constrained, the Last Resort theory (Shlonsky 1992) argues that RPs rescue
island effects by turning the syntactic dependency into a binding relation rather than
movement relation. On the other hand, psycholinguistic theories, where the constraints on
island effects are treated as processing difficulties, predict that RPs will be utilized to help the
parser retrieve the antecedent at the gap site in difficult-to-process structures, thereby
yielding an amelioration of island effects (Hofmeister & Sag 2010). The present research
examined the source of island effects experimentally by understanding the source of the
ameliorative effects associated with resumption; mainly, it examined whether RPs are last
resort expressions used to avoid violating grammatical constraints, or expressions used to
facilitate processing in all difficult-to-process structures (i.e. islands and long-dependencies).
Results suggest that RPs are neither used as last resort expressions nor as facilitators of
processing in Baha Arabic. Additionally, results (See Figure1) suggest that island effects are
better interpreted in terms of syntax and processing; in particular, the existence of island
effects in wh-questions where RPs are not allowed, and the absence of such effect in relatives
where RPs are obligatory support the grammatical accounts’ claim that there are two
mechanisms for encoding syntactic dependencies. However, the marginal lower acceptance
of (gapped/resumed) dependencies crossing island boundaries in relatives in comparison to
their counterparts where no island boundaries are crossed can best be understood as reflecting
constraints on processing.

Figure1 Effect of Resumption on Islands and level of Embedding in bare wh-questions and relatives.
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Using CAPT technology in the EFL speaking class to teach the
musicality of English speech: Case study of second and third year
EFL university students in Algeria
Moustafa Amrate
The development in the field of speech technologies made it possible for computer assisted
pronunciation training (CAPT) programs to offer EFL learners an environment to practice
pronunciation in a fully automatic process through self-paced training with instant feedback.
However, while the literature highlights the effectiveness of individual use of CAPT
technologies in developing phonological intelligibility focusing on segmental pronunciation,
little is known about its collaborative use in practicing suprasegmentals and how that can
influence EFL learners’ pronunciation comprehensibility. This study aims at exploring the
extent to which integrating CAPT technology in the EFL speaking class to practice prosody
features can enhance EFL learners’ pronunciation comprehensibility.
18 EFL students from the University of Biskra in Algeria with low intermediate language
level, took part in an extra-curricular EFL speaking course consisting of six sessions and
focusing on prosody features, namely: stress, intonation and rhythm. The course was
designed and delivered by the researcher using the CAPT program “Tell me more” to
practice. Participants were divided equally into three groups of six, a main group practicing
collaboratively, a control group practicing individually and a reference group that received no
treatment. EFL students took a recorded pre and post read aloud pronunciation tests. The
recorded files were then rated by native and non-native speakers of English in terms of the
use of prosody features and overall comprehensibility.
While preliminary results show a slight development in terms of using prosody features
within the main group and control group, there was no significant development in terms of
pronunciation comprehensibility. In this presentation, I will interpret and discuss the findings
of this study.
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Prosodic design and orientation in other-turncontinuations
Marina N. Cantarutti
Turn-taking rules provide an orderly participation mechanism to which recipients orient, and
this is evidenced even when multiple participants associate (Lerner, 1993) to simultaneously
inhabit or co-opt turns in the production of anticipatory completions, extensions, and choral
productions (Hayashi, 2012; Lerner, 1991, 2002, 2004a, 2004b) . This paper will focus on
one of such collaborative practices, known as other-turn-continuations (also: other-initiated
increments, or extensions (Lerner, 2004b; Schegloff, 1996; 2001; Sidnell, 2012) ). Otherturn-continuation practices are other-initiated, other-completed turns that have been described
to bear a syntactic, prosodic and pragmatic dependence on a previous otherwise complete
turn by a prior speaker (Schegloff, 2016) , though these three criteria do not always work in
tandem (Auer, 2010; Couper-Kuhlen, 2012) .
In structural terms, other-continuations need to be designed in such a way that they are seen
as continuations of the previous turn, while also socially signalling what form of action, and
stance, they encode. Prosody is one of the forms in which these concurrent orientations to the
social and the structural could be encoded.
In keeping with previous interactional linguistic studies (Auer, 1996; Couper-Kuhlen, 2012;
Sidnell, 2012; Szczepek, 2000; Szczepek Reed, 2006; Walker, 2004) , the main concern in
this paper will be the observation of phonetic detail to describe the prosodic design of these
collaborative turn-continuations. It will be claimed, then, that the simultaneous deployment
of different prosodic parameters (Szczepek, 2000; Szczepek, 2000; Szczepek Reed, 2006;
Walker, 2004) is an important part of what makes for this lamination of concurrent structural
and social orientations in other-continuations. A collection of other-turn-continuations and
their prosodic design will be analysed using the theory and method of Conversation Analysis
in a 4-hour-corpus of British English conversational data.
Reference:
Auer,P.(1996).On the prosody and syntax of turn-continuations. Prosody in Conversation, 57–100.
Auer, P. (2010). Why are Increments such Elusive Objects? An Afterthought. Pragmatics, 17 (4).
Couper-Kuhlen, E. (2012). Turn Continuation and Clause Combinations. Discourse Processes , 49 (34), 273–299.
Hayashi, M. (2012). Turn Allocation and Turn Sharing. In The Handbook of Conversation Analysis
(pp. 167–190).
Lerner, G. H. (1991). On the syntax of sentences-in-progress. Language in Society, 20, 441–458.
Lerner, G. H. (1993). Collectivities in action: Establishing the relevance of conjoined participation in
conversation. Text & Talk , 13 (2).
Lerner, G. H. (2002). Turn-sharing: The Choral Co-Production of Talk-in-Interaction. In B. F. Cecilia
Ford (Ed.), The Language of Turn and Sequence (pp. 225–256).
Lerner, G. H. (2004a). Collaborative turn sequences. Pragmatics and beyond New Series, 125 , 225–
256.
Lerner, G. H. (2004b). On the Place of Linguistic Resources in the Organization of Talk-inInteraction: Grammar as Action in Prompting a Speaker to Elaborate. Research on Language
and Social Interaction , 37 (2), 151–184.
Schegloff, E. A. (1996). Turn organization: One intersection of grammar and interaction. Studies in
Interactional Sociolinguistics .
Schegloff, E. A. (2001). Increments. University of California at Los Angeles. Unpublished
Manuscript .
Schegloff, E. A. (2016). Increments. In Accountability in Social Interaction . New York: Oxford
University Press.
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Sidnell, J. (2012). Turn-Continuation by Self and by Other. Discourse Processes , 49 (3-4), 314–337.
Szczepek, B. (2000). Formal Aspects of Collaborative Productions in English Conversation. InList.
Retrieved from
https://kops.unikonstanz.de/bitstream/handle/123456789/3835/inlist17.pdf?sequence= 1
Szczepek Reed, B. (2006). Prosodic Orientation in English Conversation . Springer. Walker, G.
(2004). On some interactional and phonetic properties of increments to turns in talk-ininteraction. Sound Patterns in Interaction: Cross-Linguistic Studies from Conversation.
Amsterdam: John Benjamins , 147–169.
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While You're Down There...': A Study of Sexual Humour in
Mixed Sex Workplace Interaction
Faye Chambers
This study examines how male and female colleagues use sexual humour during mixed-sex
interaction in the workplace. Using an approach based on Spradley & Mann’s (1976) study of
‘The Cocktail Waitress’, a workplace was observed to collect naturally occurring examples
of sexual humour. This data is analysed in terms of the production of sexual humour, the
topics used in sexual humour, and how sexual humour is responded to by colleagues, with a
focus on how the biological sex of those present affects these three areas. The study finds
that, contrary to past research (Coser, 1960; Legman, 1968; Mulkay, 1988 (to name a few)),
females do produce sexual humour in mixed-sex interaction, although males produce sexual
humour more often than females. The study also highlights that males and females show
minor difference in the topics they produce most often to create sexual humour, or in the
topics they reject. It finds that sexual humour from males is more likely to be rejected than
sexual humour from females, and that females are more likely to actively reject sexual
humour than males.
Reference:
Coser R L (1960) Laughter among colleagues. A study of the social functions of humor among the
staff of a mental hospital. Psychiatry 23: 81-95. Retrieved from
http://library.hud.ac.uk/summon
Legman G (1968) Rationale of the dirty joke; an analysis of sexual humor. United States: Academic
Press.
Mulkay M (1988) On humour : its nature and its place in modern society. Cambridge: Polity Press.
Spradley J P and Mann B J (1975) The cocktail waitress: Woman's work in a man's world. London
(etc.);New York;: Wiley.
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Internal structure and agreement patterns of number of N
phrases in English
Petra Charvátová
This paper analyzes the internal syntax of the nominal phrases, a number of N and the
number of N and the unusual subject verb agreement patterns they trigger when in subject
position. General grammars such as Huddleston and Pullum (2002) state that with
quantificational noun (QN) phrases (e.g. a lot of, the rest of; in which lot and rest act as QNs)
the verb agrees with the smaller embedded NP which is the complement of of. The a number
of phrase acts in a similar way (1) with the exception that the semantics of the number word
do not allow the complement to be singular. However, when referring to a specific number,
the verb agrees is in singular (2). Notably, there is a correlation between indefiniteness of the
number of phrase used as a QN and the definiteness of it when the whole phrase refers to a
specific number.
1) A number of people from the North-East were also caught up in the riots.
2) The number of people is usually smaller than ten, and most frequently smaller
than six.
I consider the categorial identity of the constituents which plays a role in triggering the two
distinct agreement patterns, singular with the definite phrase and plural with the indefinite
one.
As there are two nouns and thus two potential lexical heads contained in the phrases, the
agreement seem to be triggered by the singular phi-features of the singular noun number (2)
as opposed to the plural phi-features of the of-complement (1). This paper explores whether it
is plausible to analyze the number as a quantifier phrase head, a measure phrase head as
proposed by Alexiadou, Haegeman and Stavrou (2007) for the indefinite number of case or a
lexical projection. I argue that the two agreement patterns stem from a different categorial
status of the number head which in the case of the indefinite phrase is not a lexical projection
and therefore is transparent in SV agreement, unlike the lexical number in the definite
number of phrase. The resembling surface forms of the two number of phrases are yielded by
two fundamentally different syntactic structures.
References:
Alexiadou, A., L. Haegeman and M. Stavrou (2007) Noun Phrase in the Generative Perspective
(Studies in Generative Grammar). Mouton de Gruyter, New York & Berlin.
Cardinaletti, A. (2015) 'The Internal Structure of Indefinite DPs', paper presented at PhD seminar,
Olomouc.
Huddleston, R. and G. K. Pullum (2002) The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Jackendoff, R. (1977) X’ Syntax: A Study of Phrase Structure, MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.
Selkirk, E. (1977) 'Some Remarks on Noun Phrase Structure.' In P. Culicover et al.(Eds.) Formal
Syntax. Academic Press, New York.
Veselovská, L. (2001) 'Agreement Patterns of Czech Group Nouns and Quantifiers.' In Corver, N. and
Rijemsdijk, H, van (eds.), Semi-Lexical Categories. Studies in Generative Grammar. Mouton
de Gruyter, Berlin.
Tănase-Dogaru, M. (2009) The Category of Number, Bucharest: Bucharest University Press.
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Why is Learning a Mother Tongue Important for Bilingual
Students?
Ayse Ciftci
Learning a mother tongue (L2) is important for bilingual children who live abroad in order to
learn the L1 of that society, improve the effectiveness of their communication with members
of family and increase transmission of cultural values and facilitate personality development.
This study examines and analyses learning of Turkish as an L2 by bilingual Turkish students
living in Nottingham. This study deploys a qualitative research methodology. Data were
collected from 4 students at 9-12 years old, 4 parents and 3 teachers at the Nottingham
Turkish Community Saturday School. Structured-interviews and observations were used to
gather data on learning techniques. The goal is understand and describe the perceptions of
teachers’, students’ and parents’ learning of the mother tongue by bilingual Turkish students
between the ages of 9-12. Research findings support that the perceptions of students’ and
parents’ on learning Turkish as mother tongue are critical, as they learn Turkish in order to
foster effective communication with their families, by using Turkish effectively and learn
Turkish cultural values. For teachers, they wish to teach the Turkish language to enable
students to express themselves in their mother tongue, helping them to gain access to their
own background’s culture. As participants pointed out that they have difficulties with reading
and writing skills, a possible solution perhaps could be encouraging students to use Turkish
language course books, graded readers, and Turkish TV programmes in order to improve
their reading and writing productive skills.
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A streamlined workflow for “doing phonetics by
computer” (using Praat and R)
Stefano Coretta
Most current phonetic research relies on the software Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016) for
acoustic analysis. On the other hand, the software R (R Core Team 2017) is becoming a
popular statistical tool among phoneticians. A typical workflow for phonetic data analysis
would at least include the following three steps: developing and running Praat code, read the
results into R, and perform a statistical analysis. This can quickly become a tedious process,
especially if multiple Praat scripts need to be run or if they have to be run sequentially. A
major drawback of such process is that the transitions from one step to the other often involve
manual operations (like keyboard input or clicks of the mouse), thus not complying with the
minimum requirements to make the research reproducible (Sandve et al. 2013). In this paper,
I will discuss a new package, speakr, which is currently under development, and show how it
can fill the gap with a reproducible link between Praat and R.
Within the paradigm of literate programming (Knuth 1984), code and prose can coexist in a
single source file. Using speakr, it is possible to extract Praat code from the source file and
save it as a runnable script. The package also allows users to control the execution of scripts
and to capture their output directly into an R data frame. Additional R code can be included
in the source file to ensure reproducible statistical analysis (Xie 2014). In this way, a single
file can contain Praat code, its documentation, and the statistical analysis of the generated
data, thus becoming fully reproducible. To show the main functionalities of the package, I
will illustrate the proposed workflow with a live demonstration using mock data.
References
Boersma,Paul&DavidWeenink.2016. Praat: doing phonetics by computer [Computer program].
Version 6.0.23. http://www.praat.org/.
Knuth, Donald E. 1984. Literate programming. The Computer Journal 27(2). 97–111. R Core Team.
2017. R: A language and environment for statistical computing. https://www.
R-project.org/. Sandve, Geir Kjetil, Anton Nekrutenko, James Taylor & Eivind Hovig. 2013. Ten
simple rules for
reproducible computational research. PLoS Computational Biology 9(10). 1–4.
Xie, Yihui. 2014. knitr: A comprehensive tool for reproducible research in R. In Victoria Stodden,
Friedrich Leisch & Roger D. Peng (eds.), Implementing reproducible computational research,
Chapman and Hall: CRC Press.
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The Adaptation Technique in the Translation of Literary
Texts
Polina Fomina
The present research aims to reveal some particularities of translation of literary texts from
English to French and vice versa as exemplified in the novels “The Lady of the Camellias”
by A. Dumas and “Wuthering Heights” by E. Brontë. The study examines in particular the
use of the adaptation technique in order to confirm the hypothesis of the influence of certain
linguistic and extralinguistic factors on the use of the abovementioned transformation.
It is important to make the difference between the adaptation technique and the adaptation of
texts. The latter is the simplification of the linguistic structure of texts, whilst the other is
applied in the translation of some phenomena and phrases in the original text that can barely
be translated because of their national singularity, peculiarity for other culture bearers or a
significant time gap between the authentic text and its translation. The theoretical foundations
for the study are researches on translation particularities [Baker, 2011; Vlakhov, Florin,
1980] and researches in the field of the use of the adaptation technique in the translation of
literary texts [Clifford, Landers, 2001; Newmark, 1988]. The research methods used in the
study are the following: relevant scientific literature analysis, statistical approach,
comparative study of literary texts and their translations.
According to the results of the research, there is a range of factors which allow the adaptation
technique to be correctly applied, these are stylistic and linguocultural factors (linguistic
ones) as well as pragmatic and sociocultural factors (extralinguistic ones). A thorough
analysis of the nature of adaptation enabled us to identify and describe the key role that these
factors play in translation. Thus, a consideration of these factors in translation leads to the
realization of both informative and aesthetic functions of literary texts.
References:
Baker M. Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies. New York: Routledge, 2011. Clifford E.
Landers. Literary Translation: A Practical Guide. New Jersey: Multilingual Matters,
2001. Newmark P. A textbook of translation. London: Prentice Hall, 1988. Vlakhov S., Florin
S. The untranslatable in translation. Мoscow: Mezhdunarodnye otnosheniya, 1980.
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The (un)countability of some German compounds:
theoretical perspectives, problems and a proposal
Maximilian Gottwein
Current theories of countability say little about compounds. Meanwhile, current theories of
compounding that mention the countability of compounds claim it is determined by the head
(e.g. [10], [4], [7], [3]). Both strands of research face obstacles posed by German compounds
like Flugzeug ('airplane', count) and Schuhwerk ('footwear', non-count) built with Zeug
('stuff', 'equipment', 'clothing', non-count) or Werk ('work', 'production plant', 'mechanism',
count).
Two theories of the mass/count distinction place no countability restrictions on compounds.
[5] claims that countability does not apply to lexical nouns but only to phrases. The other
approach is adopting the syntactic notion of countability in [1] and placing compounding in
the syntax
following [2].
Occurence with plural marking and the indefinite article are traditional countability tests
([5],[6]). I argue that the only reliable way to determine countability is the availability of
counting with direct numeral attachment, using Greek plurals ([9]) and indefinite article
constructions in German. Some German nouns can never be counted with direct numeral
attachment and are therefore lexically non-count. This is problematic for both the approaches
above, since they claim that any noun can appear in count or non-count contexts.
The theoretical background of my analysis largely relies on [8]. Unmodified, [8] can account
for mass heads of count compounds (e.g. Flugzeug) but not the reverse (e.g. Schuhwerk).
Therefore, I propose that nouns can be sensitive to a functional requirement regarding their
denotation. If the parts of the denotation of such a noun that 'count as one' do not meet the
functional requirement, it will be non-count. For Schuhwerk, a single Schuh does not meet
the requirement, you need at least two. This allows compounds to differ in countability from
their heads while relying on lexical features to determine countability.
References:
[1] Borer, Hagit (2005-2013): Structuring sense. Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press.
[2] Harley, Heidi (2009): Compounding in Distributed Morphology. In Lieber, Rochelle; Štekauer,
Pavol (Eds.): The Oxford handbook of compounding. Oxford: Oxford University Press
(Oxford handbooks in linguistics). pp. 129-144.
[3] Klos, Verena (2011): Komposition und Kompositionalität. Möglichkeiten und Grenzen der
semantischen Dekodierung von Substantivkomposita. Berlin: De Gruyter (Reihe
Germanistische Linguistik, 1867-8203, 292).
[4] Lieber, Rochelle (2004): Morphology and lexical semantics. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press (Cambridge studies in linguistics, 104).
[5] Pelletier, Francis Jeffry (2012): Lexical nouns are both +mass and +count, but they are neither
+mass nor +count. In Diane Massam (Ed.): Count and mass across languages. Oxford:
Oxford University Press (Oxford studies in theoretical linguistics, [no.] 42), pp. 9–26.
[6] Pelletier, Francis Jeffry; Schubert, Lenhart (2003): Mass expressions. In Guenthner, Franz;
Gabbay, Dov M. (eds): Handbook of Philosophical Logic, 2nd edition. Vol. 10. Kluwer,
Dordrecht. pp. 249–336
[7] Scalise, Sergio; Fábregas, Antonio (2010): The head in compounding. In Scalise, Sergio; Vogel,
Irene (Eds.): Cross- disciplinary issues in compounding. Amsterdam, Philadelphia: John
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Adverb placement in French second language acquisition
Chandeera Gunawardena
This paper reports on a pilot study that investigated knowledge of French adverbs by native
adult English L2 French speakers. The paper focuses on a parametric difference between
French and English, namely verb movement. In French, lexical verbs raise from V to T, due
to a strong uninterpretable tense feature. However, in English, the uninterpretable tense
feature is weak and lexical verbs do not raise. Due to verb raising in French, an adverb may
be placed between the verb and its direct object, allowing S-V-Adv-O order. However, lack
of verb movement prohibits S-V-Adv-O order in English. This parametric difference causes
learnability problems for L2 learners. This study compares data from an experimental group
of L1-English L2 learners of French (n=12) with a native French control group (=8). The
experimental group had high intermediate learners. An acceptability judgment task, a
preference task and a production task were employed to investigate knowledge of the
grammaticality contrast between S-V-Adv-O and *S-Adv-V-O orders. As expected, the
control group demonstrated clear acceptance of S-V-Adv-O and rejection of *S-Adv-V-O in
AJT. However, the L2 group did not significantly differentiate between the two conditions.
Similar results were shown in the preference task. The most between-group difference was
seen in the production task where the L2 data contained the primarily *S-Adv-V-O order.
The results suggest that French and English grammars co-exist in most of the L2 participants.
Similar results have been reported by White (1991) with beginner L2 learners. The findings
are compatible with Multiple Grammars Theory (Amaral & Roeper 2014). Amaral & Roeper
(2014) claim in L2 acquisition, the L1 grammar is always potentially accessible for the use in
the L2. The present study suggests that L1 transfer continues in the high intermediate stage of
L2 acquisition.
Reference:
Amaral, L., &, Roeper. T. (2014). Multiple Grammars and second language representation. Second
Language Research 30(1)
White, L. (1991): The verb-raising parameter in second language acquisition. Amsterdam, John
Benjamins
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Information Structure Priming Revisited
Alina Konradt
Syntactic Priming is a phenomenon characterized by speakers’ tendency to produce recently
experienced syntactic structures. To illustrate, speakers are more likely to describe transitive
target events with passive constructions after hearing passive primes (e.g. A cat was chased
by a dog), than after hearing active primes (e.g. A dog chased a cat.). Extensive research has
demonstrated priming effects in both production and comprehension (Pickering & Ferreira,
2008).
Recent experimental work suggests that adults and children exhibit priming effects on the
level of information structure (Fleischer, Pickering, & McLean, 2012; Vasilyeva & Waterfall,
2012). It is proposed, for example, that hearing passive sentences promotes production of
non-passive constructions which are claimed to share a discourse function of “emphasizing
the patient” with passives because their thematic objects linearly precede thematic subjects
(Vasilyeva & Waterfall, 2012).
At the same time, Titov (2017) hypothesized that linear order of arguments in a sentence is
licensed by their relative interpretive prominence; and that animacy is one of the features that
determines such prominence. Thus, all else being equal, speakers are more likely to use
structures where an animate entity precedes an inanimate than vice versa. It is therefore
possible that at least some of the effects that have been interpreted as information structure
priming in the afore mentioned experimental work were driven by uneven distribution of
animacy in targets.
The two experiments, run with English- and Russian-speaking children, found no support for
the information structure priming proposal: hearing passive primes did not facilitate
production of structures with similar discourse function, but syntactically unrelated to
passives. On the other hand, there was a clear impact of animacy distribution in target events
on the choice of structures selected by speakers. The discussion highlights potential
implications of these findings for the future experimental work within the syntactic priming
paradigm.
References:
Fleischer, Z., Pickering, M. J., McLean, J. F. (2012). Shared information structure: Evidence from
cross-linguistic priming. Bilingualism: Language and Cognition, 15, 568-579.
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Pickering, M. J., Ferreira, V. S. (2008). Structural priming: A critical review. Psychological bulletin,
134, 427-459. doi:10.1037/0033-2909.134.3.427
Titov, E. (2017). The Canonical Order of Russian Objects. Accepted. Linguistic Inquiry, 48 (3)
(Summer issue)
Vasilyeva, M., Waterfall, H. (2012). Beyond syntactic priming: Evidence for activation of alternative
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Rethinking floating quantifiers: The syntax of the Modern
Greek 'all'
Ekali Kostopoulos
This study investigates the syntax of the quantifier ola, the Modern Greek equivalent of all. I
argue that ola follows DP movement patterns (in the spirit of Sportiche 1988) and that
instances of floating are a product of selective spell-out (SSO) via scattered deletion.
I present four arguments in favor of this analysis. Two show empirically that ola quantifies
over and forms a QP with a DP complement, and two offer motivation for using scattered
deletion as an instantiation of SSO to capture what looks like quantifier floating. First, its
structural distribution and agreement morphology are the same as its associated DP; ola or
the DP can be stranded in most of the positions they move to equally well. Second, native
judgements identify ola as contributing a maximality reading to the DP (1); formally, it
restricts the DP to the maximal denotation within its domain.
1)

Ola ta pedia
efagan mia pitsa.
All the children ate one pizza
'Every member of the set 'the children' partook in the event of eating one pizza'.

Third, using topicalization, focalization and long-distance A'-movement as diagnostics, I
show that ola behaves like a phrase, despite being a head. Fourth, scattered deletion predicts
three reasonable spell-out combinations, all attested in ola constructions (2a-c):
2) a. copy 1: Q DP ... copy 2: ∅
b. copy 1: Q ... copy 2: DP
c. copy 1: DP ... copy 2: Q

e.g. Olaa +DPa V DPb
e.g. Olaa V DPa DPb
e.g. DPa V olaa DPb

Having argued that floating quantifier constructions are attributable to overt-covert
combinations of the parts of QP copies, I briefly discuss a few advantages and disadvantages
of this proposal, and tentatively conclude that the former outweigh the latter. The advantages
include capturing the phrasal behavior for ola, and a c- command relation between the
landing and extraction sites. The disadvantages discuss the burden of empirically
corroborating the existence of covert elements.
Bošković and Nunes (2007) argue for copy theory of movement by reviewing multiple cases
employing SSO. This study is aligned with this effort, and expands the investigation into
what triggers scattered deletion.
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The Twain Shall Meet: Investigating Multimodal Semiotic
Resources in Achieving Im/politeness in Screen
Chun Liu
Drawing upon insights from interpersonal pragmatics, multimodality and film studies, though
empirical analysis of data from Modern Family (an American TV mockumentary sitcom),
this study attempts to investigate how im/politeness (the management of harmonydisharmony among people)1 is achieved through the co-deployment of overall semiotic
resources.
A considerable amount of previous study on im/politeness, two forms of omnipresent social
interaction, has primarily focused on speech. This paper, however will argue that
im/politeness represents two kinds of embodied interaction. This study follows the key
concepts of multimodal conversation analysis approach, draws on Norris’ (2004) multimodal
interaction methodological framework as well as Spencer-Oatey’s (2000, 2008) rapport
management theory. The combination of these frameworks will recognize the diversity of
semiotic recourses used by participants in im/politeness interaction and enable the researcher
to analyse how these resources mutually elaborate each other to shape im/politeness.
It is hoped that the findings of this study would provide a fresh perspective to examine both
im/politeness and embodied interaction. This study will highlight the significance of
examining different meaning- making resources in achieving im/politeness. By linking
multimodal conversation analysis to interpersonal pragmatics might help to crystallise the
former in terms of what exact kind of meaning it could achieve. This study will also test
whether the approach from embodied interaction can be used to analyse interactions that
feature in im/politeness from films. This might lead to further debates and unfold new
research areas for both embodied interaction and im/politeness.
1

This explanation is based on Spencer-Oatey’s (2000, 2008) rapport management theory. Please refer
to the list of references.
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Phraseology in Engineering Dissertations: Corpus-based
Analysis of Lexical Bundles
Fares Rezoug
Although there is a worldwide interest in dissertation writing, either in environments where
English is an L1 or a lingua franca, our knowledge regarding the phraseology of these
dissertations remains limited. In this presentation, I will talk about the most frequent
reoccurring word sequences known as Lexical bundles (LBs) as one way of examining
phraseology in successful dissertations in Electrical and Electronics Engineering produced (in
English) by Arabic-speaking Masters students in Algeria. The Algerian Corpus of
Engineering (ACE), used by Rezoug and Vincent (2017), is a collection of 70 dissertations
(total half a million words) from four sub-disciplines – Power Engineering, Computer
Engineering, Telecommunication Engineering and Control Engineering. Following Hyland’s
(2008) functional framework, I will demonstrate how LBs in ACE have been identified,
extracted, and interpreted. As in Hyland (2008), the majority of LBs in all the four subdisciplines (and especially in Computer Engineering – 64%) were found to be highly
Research Oriented; referring to locational, procedural, quantificational, descriptive and/or
topical information in the text. Bundles with stance and engagement functions were very rare
in the corpus, making Participant Oriented the lowest functional category across the four subdisciplines. The sub-disciplines presented in this paper also have been shown to differ in
terms of their use of lexical bundles. For example, Computer Engineering had the highest
percentage of Research oriented lexical bundles (64%), Control Engineering had the highest
function of Text Oriented bundles (39%). Power Engineering had the highest function of
participant-oriented bundles (12%), whereas Telecommunication Engineering had the lowest
(5%).
This together with more detailed information regarding functional and structural
correspondences within and across the sub-disciplines might be of a great pedagogical impact
on instructors and Masters' students in their dissertation supervision/writing process. (281)
References:
Hyland, K. (2008). As can be seen: Lexical bundles and disciplinary variation. English for Specific
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Arabic Journal of Applied Linguistics. (in Press)
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Syllable Phonotactics of English Loanwords in Mirpuri
Pahari: Optimality Theoretic Analysis
Sehrish Shafi
The paper is about the adaptation of English loanwords in Mirpur Pahari (MP hereafter) - a
dialect of Punjabi spoken in Mirpur (Pakistan).We argue that MP phonology plays the
primary role in the adaptation of syllable phonotactics in English loanwords. However, in
some case there is a relaxation of MP syllable phonotactic rules during the loanword
adaptation: for instance permitting onset clusters with /tr,dr/.However, again, the reason is
phonological; the stress constraints of MP are ranked higher than syllable phonotactics
constraints. In MP, onset consonant clusters are not allowed at all whereas coda consonant
clusters in the word final position are allowed only when C1 is a nasal and, C2 is an
obstruent, and the two are homorganic (that is they share the place of articulation).Therefore,
the possible syllable types in MP are CV,CVV,CVVC or CVC(C).
In this paper I will show how MP adjusts an English CVCC syllable type in the input through
the effect of a constraint, *Complex Coda filter, which operates at word margins. This
constraint is modelled on the *Coda-filter constraint proposed by Ito (1989) which applies
only across a word-medial syllable boundary. An interesting problem is that of inconsistent
patterning of onset clusters /tr/ and /dr/ at word medial position: sometimes these are
maintained as a cluster in onset position but in some tokens, they are syllabified as
coda+onset, for example:
/dɪs.trəkt/‘district’ è [dɪs.trək] *[ dɪst.rəkt] *[ dɪst.rək]
versus: /ɪn.trɪ/ ‘entry è [ɪtɪ .rɪ] *[ ɪnt.rɪ]
In my analysis, the output [dɪst.rək] in (a) violates not only a *Complex Coda filter which is
equally ranked with *Complex Onset, but there is also a violation of MP-Stress constraints
which are ranked higher than the syllable phonotactic constraints. On the other hand, case (b)
does not violate any of the constraint ranking of MP phonology. The analysis is based on data
from a larger corpus of 1200 words, which has been collected from family members and
stratified according to their educational level and exposure to English. There are the
differences in the output on the base of education level, which will also be discussed.
However, the main discussion will centre on the motivation of this analysis of the syllable
phonotactics of MP within the framework of Optimality Theory.
References
Itô, J. (1989). A prosodic theory of epenthesis. Natural Language & Linguistic Theory, 7(2), 217-259.
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An investigation into the motivations of students learning
Italian at University level
Reuben Vincent
Whilst much research around foreign language learning has focused on the reasons for lack
of L2 motivation in students, comparatively few studies have sought to better understand the
reasons for students' continued commitment to learning a foreign language. In the context of
the UK, where there has been a notable decline in language learning at all levels for more
than a decade, it seems particularly important to try and understand what factors motivate
those students who do pursue advanced study in a foreign language. As such, this study
sought to investigate the motivations of UK-based university students in opting to study
Italian at degree level. By comparing these motivations with those of students of French,
Spanish and German observed in previous studies by Busse and Williams (2010) and Oakes
(2013), it sought to identify predominant perceptions of Italian's status as a European
language. Questionnaires were used in the mixed- methods design, incorporating key
theoretical measures of L2 motivation, including Gardner and Lambert's (1972) model of
integrativeness, Noels et al's (2000) self-determination theory and Dornyei's (2005) ideal L2
self, so as to clearly determine the nature of students' motivations. Quantitative data analysis
showed that desire for language proficiency had the greatest explanatory power for students'
motivations, whilst integrative and intrinsic orientations and conceptions of their ideal L2 self
were also key factors. Analysis of qualitative responses showed clear evidence of the cultural
allure of Italy and the prosody of Italian driving motivation and provided further
confirmation of strong instrumental orientations, as well as strong integrative orientations
linked to students' heritage. The study concludes by outlining clear directions for future
study, and considers the implications of its findings for language policy and practice in the
context of the UK's language learning crisis in a post-Brexit environment.
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The use of presuppositions in Vietnamese television
advertisement slogans during Lunar New Year holiday
Duy Van Vu
Presupposition is among common topics discussed in pragmatics, playing an important role
in linguistics. It is frequently used in advertisements for a variety of purposes, being
researched in a number of empirical studies. However, there are not yet any studies on this
topic in Vietnamese language and culture. This study is aimed at exploring how
presuppositions are employed in Vietnamese advertisement slogans on television during
Vietnam’s Lunar New Year holiday, which is the most important celebration in a year for
Vietnamese people when manufacturers, companies and organisations often launch a great
number of advertisements to promote their products and services. By analysing 12
Vietnamese advertisements, the research found that lexical and existential presuppositions
were the most popular and definite descriptions were the most common kind of
presupposition trigger, primarily serving the targeting functions in the investigated
advertisements. The study also pointed out the difficulty in examining presuppositions in
advertisements due to the nature of advertising language.
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Word order in relation to definiteness in Modern Standard
Arabic
Wei Xie
The current research investigates how definiteness is factored into word ordering in Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA). It assumes that definiteness, in MSA, is not a formally and
grammatically homogeneous category. Definites, as defined in this study, encompass more
than what are traditionally believed to be definite, including common nouns prefixed with
definite article ‘al’, pronominals, demonstratives, proper nouns and the first members of
Construct States. This study argues that definites constitute a hierarchical cline, and its
members behave differently according to their degrees of definiteness, resulting in what I
label as “Definiteness Difference Effects”. For instance, demonstratives, as determiners
(requiring complements), must precede common nouns with definite article on one hand and
follow Construct States on the other.
Definiteness, as utterance linkage when used anaphorically, is related to ‘pragmatic
presupposition’ (Lambrecht 1994), to which word order in MSA is sensitive. In addition to
the canonical VSO order, MSA demonstrates a cleft structure, in which the otherwise empty
preverbal position is occupied by a definite item. I argue that this position is pragmatically
motivated, creating a presuppositional situation, whereas the post-verbal domain holds eventdecomposing materials. It appears in MSA that post-verbal pronominals tend to be ‘attracted’
by the verb, manifested as subject-verb agreement morphemes, object enclitics, or near-verb
oblique objects, and therefore, compared with common nouns, become fronted. The present
study poses an account for this phenomenon with the notion of pragmatic presupposition,
combined with Definiteness Difference Effect since pronominals are presumably located
higher than definite common nouns in the hierarchical definiteness cline. This may offer new
insight into agreement asymmetry in MSA (superficially MSA verbs only show full
agreement with pre-verbal subjects), where I argue it is pronominal subjects that activate
agreement.
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Poster Presentations
Saudi Women’s Representations in BBC and Arab News: A
Corpus- informed Critical Discourse Analysis
Zainah Alshahrani
‘Saudi women’ is a controversial subject, around which a considerable amount of debate has
been raised. In the Saudi society, like most other Middle Eastern societies, males practice
roles of dominance and power, whereas females have secondary subordinate roles. However,
during the last decade, and more specifically from 2005 to 2015, attempts by the government
to empower women have been achieved. My study will investigate Saudi women’s roles and
gender power relations as represented in the discourse of two news resources: Arab News (a
Saudi English-language daily newspaper) and the British BBC website news. It will seek to
show if the social change and the discursive change evolve simultaneously throughout the
examined period. It will also seek to find linguistic evidence of stereotypes or traditional
roles for Saudi women produced by the entrenched ideologies. Critical discourse analysis
combined with corpus linguistics will be adopted as an analytical tool in an attempt to
uncover how women are portrayed in these two different news resources and to examine the
relation of such discursive representation to social practices/ideologies of power and
domination. Choosing to compare these two resources of discourse will contribute to uncover
women’s representation from two perspectives: ‘self- representation’ and ‘otherrepresentation’ (Reisigl and Wodak, 2001). The expected original contribution of this study is
to show if there is a discursive change in women representation in news discourse as a result
of a series of the achieved empowering events and women’s status change.
References:
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L2 Learners’ Interactional and Attentional Processes in
Text and Voice Task-based SCMC
Waad Alzahrani
While there is much research of L2 learning opportunities in synchronous computer-mediated
communication (SCMC), much of the speculation is based on the potential of text chat, and it
is still unclear how learning opportunities actually occur in voice chat. More precisely, much
of the previous research considering learners’ engagement and mental processing of
interactional feedback in SCMC has focused on the affordances available in text chat, which
could enhance the salience of linguistic input and consequently help draw learners’ attention
to it. While some affordances of text chat are facilitative to promote noticing (e.g. the
permanency and re-readability of written messages and longer processing time), this
environment could also posit certain challenges that may hinder the potential effects of these
affordances (e.g. the split negotiation routine and the cognitive burdens of typing and
technology) (Smith, 2003). In addition to these limitations, one could argue that text is
impoverished in comparison with speech.
This paper describes a within-participants experimental study designed to explore how the
oral and written modalities of SCMC (i.e. voice-based and text-based online chat) would
facilitate L2 learners’ engagement and cognitive processing of interactional feedback while
engaged in task-based interaction. To inform more ecologically valid CALL-CMC research,
this study has focused on exploring learner-learner dyadic interaction. Due to the issue of
teacher-based classrooms in Arabic contexts and their limited support for interactive EFL
learning environments, the study has additionally focused on investigating the potential of
task-based SCMC for EFL adult Arabic learners.
I would like to present the design of the study, with some preliminary findings from the pilot
study. I would also welcome feedback on potential directions of the project and comments on
methodological issues and operational definitions.
References:
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‘Genderlect’ in a spectrum: Language used by non-binary
people, women, and men
Nat Dziura
Postmodernist sociolinguistic conceptions of gender view gender as a form of identity, and as
a socio-cultural factor, rather than based on biological sex (Butler, 1990; Coates, 2004: 4).
‘Non-binary’ gender identities exist outside the binary of male and female, yet little linguistic
research has taken into consideration the gender spectrum.
Based on the ‘redefined genderlects’ framework proposed by Motschenbacher (2007), this
study considers the language use of people who do not identify their gender as solely ‘male’
or ‘female’, alongside the ‘genderlects’ of people with a binary gender.
The data in this study was collected from groups of participants completing a collaborative
task. The results show that, although certain ‘gendered’ features tended to be used more by
certain gender groups, many ‘gendered’ features, which index ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’
marked gendered styles, were employed variably regardless of gender identity.
This study highlights the importance of not imposing binary gender categories on research
participants and raises the question of whether stereotypical gendered language features
should even be divided into solely ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’.
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Using twitter to check the representativeness of small
corpora
Mirjam Elisabeth Eiswirth
Data from Twitter is a great source for linguists to check for the generalisability of qualitative
findings from small corpora, especially where representative sampling is not possible. In this
talk I discuss the methodological implications of cross-checking data from a conversational
corpus of 17 hours of conversation about living with type 1 diabetes (200 000 words) with a
Twitter corpus of the same size (based on all tweets in English with common type 1 diabetes
hashtags in the first half of June 2017). The conversational corpus is based on data from 16
participants living in Scotland at the time of recording. Tweets are from all over the Englishspeaking world. This study demonstrates that the conversational corpus closely reflects the
broader discourse about type 1 diabetes on Twitter in terms of word frequency and topics.
In a first step, the overlap in terms of most frequent words and bigrams on the two corpora is
analysed quantitatively. The 100 most frequent words from each corpus are then coded for
broader topics. The Twitter and the conversational corpus contain the same topics and the
topics are similarly distributed across the two corpora.
The conversational corpus is then analysed qualitatively to explore how participants talk
about these topics. The findings are again cross-checked with examples from Twitter.
Overall, the most frequent words, which topics are discussed, how frequently they are
discussed, and how they are talked about are highly similar across the two corpora.
I therefore argue that cross-validating small conversational corpora with data from broader
social media corpora can help justify generalising qualitative findings based on a small group
of participants to a bigger population.
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Complex Discourse Analysis of Media Genres
Pavel Hlazko
As argued in the early works of M. McLuhan, the media shape, to a high degree, the context
of our existence, hence the presupposition about the contemporary global culture being
“media-centric” and media-driven.
The study of media is challenging due to their dynamic and erratic nature. First and foremost,
it concerns mass media genre system in which some genres die out while others mutate and
merge. In such circumstances none of the conventional methods of media genres
identification and analysis prove to be effective insofar as they focus on one dimension, be it
the structure, pragmatics or inherent language features.
The given abstract argues that cognitive-communicative approach to media genres
identification and differentiation is the solution. This approach is built on a number of
principles. First of all, it takes into account the author’s intention, i.e. it aims to elucidate the
leading communicative strategy, since all texts with no exception are created in accordance
with a certain communicative need which the writer / speaker is planning to fill in the process
of communication.
Secondly, it subjects to close examination the semantic structure of texts which is defined by
T. van Dijk as a set of semantic components constituting this or that genre. The semantic
structure doesn’t correlate with the composition of the text, but focuses on its contents rather
than the position of text units.
Thirdly, the given approach complements the first two principles with lists of specific
morphological, lexical and syntactical means of their manifestation.
Thus, when analysed according to the above mentioned model, any text inevitably
demonstrates which cognitive, structural, communicative, and linguistic idiosyncrasies it
possesses. This data in its turn sheds light on the similarities and differences between the
media text under scrutiny and other texts.
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Nominal Expressions in Slavic
Dorota Jagódzka
Ever since Steven Abney proposed the idea of the Determiner Phrase hypothesis, many
linguists have been wondering whether it is actually possible for a DP to function in
languages without articles. The following paper has been constructed as a comparative study
based on the analysis of English made in terms of Abney ́s proposal. However, it has also
been extended to summarize results from an ongoing debate on what actually the functional
head above the NP is.
Some of the recent studies (e.g. Emonds 2012, Veselovská 2001, 2014) gave rise to
interesting analyses of nominal expressions. Veselovská (2001, 2014) has looked very
closely at the DP structure in Czech and concluded that quantifiers (Q) are better candidates
for a functional head position above N within noun phrases than determiners.
The aim of this paper is to present some recent arguments in support of the universal DP/QP
analysis in Polish and Czech, which are article-less languages. We will take a look at
analyses of various nominal expressions as well as coordinated structures and clausal
subjects. The paper consists of data from English and two Slavic languages to show the
differences between analytic and synthetic languages, what might be important and useful for
interpreters, translators and students of English, Polish and Czech.
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